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Abstract—In this article, we consider a dual-hop multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) amplify-and-forward (AF) relay
system, where the relay node harvests the radio frequency
energy from the signals transmitted from the source node, and
then utilizes the harvested energy to forward source signals
to the destination node. In particular, the power splitting (PS)
protocol is adopted by the relay node for energy harvesting and
information receiving. We employ a general sum power constraint
at the relay node and investigate the joint design of the source
matrix, the relay matrix, and the PS ratios to maximize the
system mutual information (MI). We establish the structure of
the source matrix and the relay matrix, which simplifies the
complicated transceiver design problem with matrix variables to
a power distribution problem with scalar variables. We propose
two approaches to efficiently solve the resulting power allocation
problem with performance-complexity tradeoffs. Numerical sim-
ulations demonstrate that the proposed methods yield a higher
system MI than existing approaches.

Index Terms—Energy harvesting, power splitting receiver,
multiple-input multiple-output relay, amplify-and-forward relay.

I. INTRODUCTION

A key factor which limits the performance of wireless

devices is the life time and energy constraints. To overcome

this challenge, a new technology applying radio frequency

(RF) signals to transfer energy to wireless devices has been

developed [1]. To coordinate the wireless information trans-

mission (WIT) and wireless energy transfer (WET), time

switching (TS) and power splitting (PS) protocols have been

developed in [2].

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and relay commu-

nication techniques can increase the system energy efficiency

and spectral efficiency [3], [4]. By installing multiple transmit

antennas at nodes of a wireless network, RF energy can be

more effectively delivered to wireless nodes compared with

nodes having only a single antenna, and thus, the life time of

energy limited wireless systems is effectively extended [2].

The application of wireless powered communication (WPC)

in MIMO relay systems has been studied in [5]-[13]. In [5],

an amplify-and-forward (AF) space-time block code (OSTBC)

based MIMO relay system with a multi-antenna energy har-

vesting (EH) receiver has been investigated. Under several

receiver architectures, energy-rate trade-offs by applying the

EH technique in MIMO relay communication systems have

been studied in [6]. PS and TS protocols have been proposed

in [7] for a MIMO AF relay communication system, where

the joint source matrix and relay matrix optimization has

been considered to optimize the system rate. Transceiver op-

timization for AF MIMO relay systems employing an energy

harvesting relay node has been studied in [11]. In [12], DF

MIMO relay systems with a wireless powered relay node

have been investigated. A hybridized power time spitting based

relaying protocol has been proposed in [13] for MIMO relay

systems.

In this work, we study a dual-hop MIMO AF relay com-

munication system, where a receiver with EH capability is

applied at the relay to facilitate the energy and information

transmission. Relay nodes are particularly useful in systems

where the direct source-destination channel is much weaker

than the channel through the relay node due to shadowing and

path attenuation by obstacles [5], [7], [11]. We apply the PS

protocol in this paper, where signals received at the relay node

are split into two portions. One part of the signals are linearly

precoded and forwarded to the destination node by utilizing

the energy harvested from the other part of the signals.

It is assumed in [7] that the energy harvested on one

subchannel of the source-relay link is only utilized for the

information forwarding on one subchannel. Here, we depart

from this strict per data stream power constraint and propose

a more general sum power constraint at the relay node.

Compared with the formulation in [7], the total harvested

energy at the relay node over all subchannels can be used

to forward signals at all subchannels. Thus, the sum energy

constraint in this paper is more general and includes the per

data stream energy constraints adopted in [7] as special cases.

Therefore, we can expect a better system performance.

We study the joint design of the source matrix, relay matrix,

and the PS ratios to maximize the system mutual information

(MI), under the power constraint at the source node and the

proposed sum harvested energy constraint at the relay node.

Note that the transceiver design problem in this paper is much

more challenging to solve compared with the problem in [7].

We derive the structure of the source matrix and the relay

matrix, which reduces the complex-valued matrix optimization

variables to scalar power allocation optimization variables. We

develop two approaches to solve the resulting power allocation

problem. In particular, the first algorithm solves the original

nonconvex power allocation problem using the sequential

quadratic programming (SQP) method [14], while the other

algorithm converts the original problem to a convex problem

by using a tight upper bound of the system MI function. In

particular, we demonstrate that the optimal power allocation



problem based on the upper bound can be converted to a

nonlinear semidefinite programming (SDP) problem, which is

solvable through the disciplined convex programming toolbox

CVX [15]. We demonstrate through numerical simulations that

the two proposed algorithms have a higher system rate than

that in [7]. Moreover, the first method has a slightly higher MI

than the second method, at the cost of a higher computational

complexity.

The remainder of this article is organized as below. The

system model of a MIMO AF relay system employing a

wireless powered relay node is introduced in Section II. The

joint transceiver design problem is also formulated in this

section. In Section III, two algorithms are presented to solve

the source and relay design problem. Numerical simulations

are carried out in Section IV to compare the performance

of existing approaches with our proposed transceiver design

algorithms. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We investigate a dual-hop three-node MIMO communi-

cation network where a source node communicates with a

destination node via a relay node as illustrated in Fig. 1. The

number of antennas equipped at the source, relay, and desti-

nation nodes are Ns, Nr, and Nd, respectively. It is assumed

that the source node and the destination node have constant

power supply, however the relay node obtains its power from

harvesting the RF energy carried by the signals sent from the

source node. One source-destination communication cycle is

completed in two phases with equal duration. During the first

phase, information and energy carrying signals are sent by the

source node to the relay node, and the relay node adopts the

PS protocol [2] to harvest energy from the received source

signals.

For the second phase, the information-bearing signals re-

ceived by the relay node are multiplied by a precoding matrix

and forwarded to the destination node [7]. Among different

relay protocols at the relay node, we choose the AF scheme

thanks to its shorter processing delay and implementation sim-

plicity. Moreover, in contrast to regenerative relay protocols, in

the AF relay protocol, the relay node does not need to decode

and then re-encode information signals. Thus, the amount of

signal processing and coding work at the relay node is smaller

in an AF relay system. This reduces the power consumption of

the relay node and makes the AF scheme suitable for wireless-

powered relay nodes. Following [5], [7], and [11], the direct

source-destination channel is neglected, as compared with the

link through the relay node, the effect of path shadowing and

attenuation is more severe on the direct channel.

During the first phase, an N1×1 source signal s is multiplied

by an Ns ×N1 source matrix B. Then the precoded vector is

sent to the relay node. It is assumed that E{ssH} = IN1
,

where E{·} is the statistical expectation, In is an n × n
identity matrix, and (·)H represents the Hermitian transpose.

The signal received by the relay node can be written as

yr = HBs+ vr (1)

Fig. 1. A dual-hop MIMO AF relay system with a PS based wireless powered
relay node.

where H is an Nr ×Ns source-relay MIMO channel, and vr

is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the relay node

with zero-mean and E{vrv
H
r } = σ2

rINr
.

The relay node first multiplies yr by UH
h,1 [7, p. 1601],

where H = UhΛ
1

2

hV
H
h represents the singular value decom-

position (SVD) of the channel H with the diagonal elements

of Λh arranged in a decreasing order, and Uh,1 contains the

leftmost N1 columns of Uh. From (1), we have

zr = UH
h,1yr = Λ

1

2

h,1V
H
h,1Bs+UH

h,1vr (2)

where Λh,1 contains the largest N1 singular values of H and

Vh,1 contains the leftmost N1 columns of Vh.

By applying the PS protocol, the relay node first splits

the signal z̄r , Λ
1

2

h,1V
H
h,1Bs with an N1 × N1 PS matrix

D = diag(d1, · · · , dN1
), where D

1

2 z̄r is for information trans-

mission and (IN1
−D)

1

2 z̄r is used for the energy harvesting.

Note diag(·) represents a diagonal matrix and 0 ≤ di ≤ 1,

i = 1, · · · , N1, denotes the PS ratio for the ith data stream.

Following [7], the RF energy harvested at the relay node can

be written as

Er = ηE{tr((IN1
−D)

1

2 z̄rz̄
H
r (IN1

−D)
1

2 )}

= ηtr((IN1
−D)B̃B̃H) (3)

where B̃ , Λ
1

2

h,1V
H
h,1B, tr(·) is the matrix trace and 0 < η <

1 is the efficiency of energy conversion.

The signal vector transmitted by the relay node is given by

xr = FD
1

2 B̃s+ FUH
h,1vr (4)

where F is a Nr ×N1 relay precoding matrix. Based on (4),

the signal vector received at the destination node is given by

yd =Gxr + vd

=GFD
1

2 B̃s+GFUH
h,1vr + vd (5)

where G is an Nd × Nr relay-destination MIMO channel

matrix, and vd is the AWGN vector at the destination node

with zero-mean and E{vdv
H
d } = σ2

dINd
. From (5), the MI

between the source and destination nodes can be written as

MI(D,B,F) =
1

2
log |IN1

+ B̃HD
1

2FHGH

×(σ2
rGFFHGH+σ2

dINd
)−1GFD

1

2 B̃| (6)

where (·)−1 and | · | stand for the matrix inversion and matrix

determinant, respectively.



It is assumed that H and G are quasi-static block fading,

and the channel state information (CSI) of H and G is known.

We also assume that rank(F) = rank(B) = N1 and N1 ≤
min(rank(H), rank(G)), where rank(·) is the matrix rank.

From (4), the energy consumption at the relay to forward xr

to the destination is represented as

tr(E{xrx
H
r })=tr(F(D

1

2 B̃B̃HD
1

2 + σ2
rINr

)FH). (7)

According to (3) and (7), the energy constraint at the relay is

given by

tr(F(D
1

2 B̃B̃HD
1

2 +σ2
rINr

)FH) ≤ ηtr((IN1
−D)B̃B̃H). (8)

From (6) and (8), the transceiver design problem for the

proposed MIMO AF relay system with a PS based EH relay

node can be written as

max
D,B,F

MI(D,B,F) (9a)

s.t. tr(BBH) ≤ P (9b)

tr(F(D
1

2 B̃B̃HD
1

2 + σ2
rINr

)FH)

≤ ηtr((IN1
−D)B̃B̃H) (9c)

0 ≤ di ≤ 1, i = 1, · · · , N1 (9d)

where P is the power available at the source. Note that (9c)

is the sum power constraint across all data streams, while in

[7], a power constraint is imposed on each data stream. Thus,

the problem (9) has a larger feasible region than the problem

in [7]. Hence, transceivers designed under the problem (9) are

expected to have a higher system MI than those in [7]. This

will be shown further in next sections.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

The system design problem (9) is nonconvex with matrix

variables. In particular, the complicated objective function in

(9a) and the constraint in (9c) make problem (9) difficult to

solve. In this section, we first establish the structure of B and

F. Using this structure, the problem (9) can be converted to

a simpler power allocation problem. Then we propose two

methods to solve this problem. Let us introduce

G = UgΛ
1

2

g V
H
g (10)

as the SVD of G, where the diagonal elements of Λg are

arranged in a decreasing order.

THEOREM 1: As the solution to the transceiver design

problem (9), the optimal source matrix B and relay matrix

F have the following structure

B∗ = Vh,1Λ
1

2

b U
H , F∗ = Vg,1Λ

1

2

f (11)

where (·)∗ represents the optimal value, Λb and Λf are N1×
N1 diagonal matrices, U is an N1 × N1 unitary matrix, and

Vg,1 contain the leftmost N1 columns of Vg.

PROOF: See Appendix. �

It can be observed from (11) that the optimal B and F have

a similar structure to the source and relay matrices in a two-

hop MIMO AF relay system with a self-powered relay node

[19]. Substituting (11) into (9), the transceiver optimization

problem (9) can be rewritten as

max
Λb,Λf ,D

log |IN1
+Λg,1ΛfDΛh,1Λb

×(σ2
rΛg,1Λf+σ2

dIN1
)−1| (12a)

s.t. tr(Λb) ≤ P (12b)

tr(Λf (DΛh,1Λb+σ2
rIN1

))

≤ ηtr((IN1
−D)Λh,1Λb) (12c)

0 ≤ di ≤ 1, i = 1, · · · , N1 (12d)

where Λg,1 contains the largest N1 singular values of G. As

Λg,1, Λf , D, Λh,1, and Λb are diagonal matrices, the problem

(12) is equivalent to the following problem

max
d,λb,λf

N1
∑

i=1

log

(

1 +
diλb,iλh,iλf,iλg,i

1 + λf,iλg,i

)

(13a)

s.t.

N1
∑

i=1

λb,i ≤ P (13b)

N1
∑

i=1

λf,i(diλh,iλb,i+1) ≤ η

N1
∑

i=1

(1− di)λ̃h,iλb,i(13c)

0 ≤ di ≤ 1, λb,i ≥ 0, λf,i ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , N1(13d)

where d = [d1, · · · , dN1
]T , λb = [λb,1, · · · , λb,N1

]T ,

λf = [λf,1, · · · , λf,N1
]T , λh,i = λ̃h,i/σ

2
r , λg,i = λ̃g,i/σ

2
d,

λf,i = λ̃f,iσ
2
r , λb,i, λ̃f,i, λ̃h,i, λ̃g,i are the ith diagonal element

of Λb, Λf , Λh and Λg , respectively, and (·)T denotes the

matrix transpose.

By introducing ai = λh,i, bi = λg,i, xi = λb,i,

yi = λf,i(diλh,iλb,i+1), i = 1, · · · , N1, the power allocation

problem (13) can be rewritten as

max
d,x,y

N1
∑

i=1

log

(

1 +
diaixibiyi

1 + diaixi + biyi

)

(14a)

s.t.

N1
∑

i=1

xi ≤ P (14b)

N1
∑

i=1

yi ≤ η

N1
∑

i=1

σ2
r (1− di)aixi (14c)

0 ≤ di ≤ 1, xi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , N1(14d)

where x = [x1, · · · , xN1
]T and y = [y1, · · · , yN1

]T . Let us

introduce wi = dixi, i = 1, · · · , N1, the problem (14) can be

equivalently converted to

max
w,x,y

N1
∑

i=1

log

(

1 +
aiwibiyi

1 + aiwi + biyi

)

(15a)

s.t.

N1
∑

i=1

xi ≤ P (15b)

N1
∑

i=1

yi ≤ η

N1
∑

i=1

σ2
rai(xi − wi) (15c)

xi ≥ wi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , N1 (15d)



where w = [w1, · · · , wN1
]T . In the sequel, we propose

two methods to solve the problem (15), which provide

performance-complexity tradeoffs.

A. Proposed Method 1

By introducing aiwibiyi

1+aiwi+biyi
≥ ti, i = 1, · · · , N1, the

problem (15) can be equivalently rewritten as

max
w,x,y,t

N1
∑

i=1

log(1 + ti) (16a)

s.t.
aiwibiyi

1 + aiwi + biyi
≥ ti, i = 1, · · · , N1 (16b)

N1
∑

i=1

xi ≤ P (16c)

N1
∑

i=1

yi ≤ η

N1
∑

i=1

σ2
rai(xi − wi) (16d)

xi ≥ wi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , N1 (16e)

where t = [t1, · · · , tN1
]T . Although log(1 + ti) is a concave

function of ti, constraints in (16b) cannot be proven to be

convex. Therefore, the problem (16) is a nonconvex problem.

In this paper, we apply the sequential quadratic program-

ming (SQP) [14] method to solve the problem in (16). The

complexity order of solving each QP subproblem through the

primal-dual potential reduction approach is O((4N1)
4.5). The

overall complexity of the SQP approach relies also on the

number of iterations required, which depend on the given

batch of data. Considering that the complexity of obtaining the

SVDs of H and G is O(N3
r +N2

sNr) and O(N3
d +N2

rNd),
respectively, the total computational complexity order of solv-

ing the system design problem (9) through method 1 is

O(N3
r + N2

sNr + N3
d + N2

rNd + c1(4N1)
4.5), where c1 is

the number of iterations in the SQP approach.

B. Proposed Method 2

This method converts the problem (15) to a convex problem

by exploiting the following upper bound

aiwibiyi
1 + aiwi + biyi

≤
aiwibiyi

aiwi + biyi
. (17)

Using (17), the problem (15) can be converted to

max
w,x,y,t

N1
∑

i=1

log(1 + ti) (18a)

s.t.
aiwibiyi

aiwi + biyi
≥ ti, i = 1, · · · , N1 (18b)

N1
∑

i=1

xi ≤ P (18c)

N1
∑

i=1

yi ≤ η

N1
∑

i=1

σ2
rai(xi − wi) (18d)

xi ≥ wi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , N1. (18e)

Now we show constraints in (18b) can be converted to

semidefinite constraints. From (18b) we have

aiwibiyi
aiwi+biyi

− ti=
(aiwi+biyi)

2−a2iw
2
i −b2i y

2
i

2(aiwi + biyi)
− ti≥0. (19)

Inequality (19) is equivalent to

aiwi + biyi − aiwi(aiwi + biyi)
−1aiwi

−biyi(aiwi + biyi)
−1biyi − 2ti ≥ 0

which can be rewritten as the following semidefinite constraint




aiwi + biyi − 2ti aiwi biyi
aiwi aiwi + biyi 0
biyi 0 aiwi + biyi



 ≥ 0. (20)

By substituting (18b) with (20), we obtain the following

optimization problem

max
w,x,y,t

N1
∑

i=1

log(1 + ti) (21a)

s.t.





aiwi + biyi − 2ti aiwi biyi
aiwi aiwi + biyi 0
biyi 0 aiwi + biyi



 ≥ 0

i = 1, · · · , N1 (21b)
N1
∑

i=1

xi ≤ P (21c)

N1
∑

i=1

yi ≤ η

N1
∑

i=1

σ2
rai(xi − wi) (21d)

xi ≥ wi ≥ 0, yi ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , N1. (21e)

The problem in (21) is a convex nonlinear SDP problem

and can be solved by the disciplined convex programming

toolbox CVX [15]. The computational complexity of solving

this class of problems is an active research area [17]. It can be

shown using the results in [17] that by using the augmented

Lagrangian method, the problem in (21) can be solved at a

complexity order of O(c2N1(6N1 + 2)3), where c2 denotes

the number of iterations required till convergence. Therefore,

considering the complexity of obtaining the SVDs of H and

G, the overall complexity of solving the problem in (9) by

method 2 is O(N3
r +N2

sNr+N3
d +N2

rNd+c2N1(6N1+2)3).
Thus, the complexity of the proposed method 2 is lower than

that of the proposed method 1.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We show the performance of the two proposed transceiver

design methods via numerical simulations in this section. We

simulate a system where the three nodes are placed in a

line as illustrated in Fig. 2. The source-destination distance

is set to be Dsd = 20 meters. The source-relay distance is

Dsr = 10k meters, while the relay-destination distance is

Drd = 10(2−k) meters, where 0 < k < 2 is normalized over

10 meters. This normalization enables an easy identification

of whether the relay is placed nearby the destination node

(1 < k < 2) or closer to the source node (0 < k < 1).



Source Relay Destination

Dsr Drd
Dsd=Dsr+Drd

Fig. 2. Locations of the source, relay, and destination nodes.
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Fig. 3. Example 1: MI versus P , N = 3, k = 1.

The channel H and G have independent and identically

distributed complex Gaussian entries as CN (0, 1/(NsLsr))
and CN (0, 1/(NrLrd)), respectively, where Lsr and Lrd are

path losses modeled as Lsr = Dζ
sr = (10k)ζ for the source-

relay channel and Lrd = Dζ
rd = (10(2 − k))ζ for the relay-

destination channel. Here ζ = 3 is the path loss exponent.

In the numerical simulations, we set 0.25 < k < 1.75 such

that Dsr > 1 and Drd > 1. The noise variances at the relay

node and the destination node are set as σ2
r = σ2

d = −50
dBm. For all numerical examples, we choose Ns = Nr =
Nd = N1 = N and η = 0.8. We compare the system MI

performance of the two proposed methods with the system in

[7]. All numerical simulation results are averaged over 1000
independent realizations of channel matrices H and G.

In our first numerical simulation example, we choose k = 1.

The MI achieved by the three methods tested versus the source

power P is illustrated in Fig. 3 for N = 3. We can observe

from Fig. 3 that the two proposed methods have a higher

system MI than the per date stream power constraints based

algorithm in [7]. In particular, the MI gap between the two

proposed methods and the algorithm in [7] increases with P .

The simulation results indicate that it is important to consider

a sum power constraint at the relay node during the system

optimization.

Fig. 4 illustrates the MI of the three methods tested versus

the source power P for N = 5. Similar to Fig. 3, we can see

from Fig. 4 that the two proposed methods yield a higher MI

than the algorithm in [7]. Moreover, we can see from Figs. 3

and 4 that the achievable MI of the two proposed methods

is very close to each other. This can be explained below. For

the proposed upper bound based method, the bounding error
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Fig. 4. Example 1: MI versus P , N = 5, k = 1.
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Fig. 5. Example 2: MI of the proposed method 1 versus P at different k,
N = 3.

in (17) is very small as aiwi and biyi are much larger than 1

in real WPC environments. Thus, the two proposed methods

converge to the same performance as as P increases. Based on

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we can observe that the system MI increases

when the number of antennas increases, which reflects the

benefit of MIMO systems.

In the second numerical example, we investigate the system

MI at different source-relay distances. We choose N = 3 and

investigate the system MI at different k. Fig. 5 illustrates the

MI of the proposed method 1 versus P at different k. The MI

of the other proposed method is not demonstrated in Fig. 5 as

it is similar to the proposed method 1. Fig. 6 illustrates the

MI of the three methods tested versus k at P = 15dBm and

N = 3. We can observe from Figs. 5 and 6 that for the three

methods tested, the system MI decreases when k increases.

This is expected as the relay node can harvest more energy

when it gets closer to the source node, and consequently, the

MI is higher. We can also see from Fig. 6 that the achievable
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Fig. 6. Example 2: MI versus k, P = 15dBm, N = 3.

MI of the two proposed methods is higher than the algorithm

in [7] for each k, particularly when k is small.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the joint source matrix, relay matrix,

and PS ratio design for a MIMO AF relay system with a

PS-based EH relay node. Compared with the per data stream

energy constraints at the relay node adopted by existing

approaches, we have proposed a general sum energy constraint

at the relay node. The structure of the optimal source matrix

and relay matrix has been obtained which reduces the difficult

joint transceiver design problem to a simpler joint source

and relay power allocation problem. Two methods have been

developed to solve the power allocation problem, where one

method yields a higher system MI than the other method at

the cost of a higher complexity. Numerical simulations show

that the two proposed methods have higher system MI than

the per data stream power constraint based method.

APPENDIX

We first show that the optimal structure of B in (11)

maximizes the right-hand side of (9c). This can be formulated

as the problem below

max
B

tr((IN1
−D)Λ

1

2

h,1V
H
h,1BBHVh,1Λ

1

2

h,1) (22a)

s.t. tr(BBH) ≤ P. (22b)

By introducing D̃ = (IN1
−D)Λh,1, the problem (22) can be

written as

max
B

tr(Vh,1D̃VH
h,1BBH) (23a)

s.t. tr(BBH) ≤ P. (23b)

From Proposition 2.1 of [2], the solution to the problem (23)

satisfies B∗B∗H = Pvh,1v
H
h,1, where vh,1 is the first column

of Vh [2]. This means B∗ is a rank-one matrix as B∗ =
P

1

2vh,1u
H
1 , where u1 is an N1 × 1 vector with uH

1 u1 = 1.

Apparently, this is a special case of B∗ = Vh,1Λ
1

2

b U
H in (11)

when Λb = diag(P, 0, · · · , 0) and the first column of U is u1.

In other words, (11) is optimal for the problem (23).

Secondly, for any value of ηtr((IN1
−D)B̃B̃H) = Pr, the

problem (9) can be written as

max
D,B,F

MI(D,B,F) (24a)

s.t. tr(BBH) ≤ P (24b)

tr(F(D
1

2 B̃B̃HD
1

2 + σ2
rINr

)FH) ≤ Pr. (24c)

It can be seen that for any Pr > 0, the problem (24) is in

the same form as the joint source matrix and relay matrix

optimization problem (13)-(15) in [19] with a first-hop channel

of D
1

2Λ
1

2

h,1V
H
h,1 and a second-hop channel of G. Thus, based

on Theorem 1 in [19], the structure of B∗ and F∗ in (11) are

proven. �
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